Introduction
In the discussion initiated by Winter on "What in fact is fundamental research in business and information systems engineering?" in issue 2/2009, Zelewski submitted the interesting proposal to use the concept of stylized facts as developed in economics in business and information systems engineering (BISE) in order to promote theory building within our discipline ). Stylized facts constitute elements of knowledge in the form of generalized statements that describe the important characteristics and relationships in the context of a studied phenomenon and are widely supported empirically. For example, the empirically proven relationship between the longterm abstention from changing the employer in Japanese companies and a much larger salary increase compared to U.S. companies is a typical stylized fact in economics.
When using stylized facts in the context of BISE, a number of interesting questions arise:
What are the typical stylized facts within BISE? How can stylized facts be obtained systematically?
What is the importance of stylized facts in design-oriented disciplines? Which role do stylized facts play in practice? What is the difference between technological rules and stylized facts? To what extent can we consider stylized facts to be "technological" knowledge about cause-effect-relationships that can be utilized for the construction of artifacts of information and communication technology? Which role do stylized facts play in empirical research? Which contribution can stylized facts make for building theories in BISE if a multiperspective research approach is assumed? Currently, only scattered experience exists in the application of stylized facts in BISE (Fettke et al. 2010; Houy et al. , 2011 . In order to achieve a broad perspective on the issue in the course of this discussion, well-known representatives from the field of business administration, the German-speaking BISE as well as from Information Systems Research were invited to comment on the topic. The following authors accepted our invitation to this discussion (in alphabetical order):
Prof. Barbara E. Weißenberger outlines the concept and the derivation of stylized facts based on a case study in the field of IT-based controlling systems. Thus, several empirical studies have shown that the "increasing flexibility of IT systems in accounting and control has a positive impact on management accounting and control". The author argues that the concept contributes to aggregate and structure fragmented knowledge in a research area, with particular emphasis on revealing research gaps. At the same time she points out that the derivation of stylized facts is the result of comprehensive research endeavors.
The contribution by Stephan Zelewski considers the concept of stylized facts in the tension between the more designoriented German-speaking BISE on the one hand and the more behavioristic Anglo-Saxon Information Systems Research on the other. He argues that stylized facts are not directly but indirectly fruitful for the design-oriented BISE: Accordingly, stylized facts form a "seed of crystallization" for the development and testing of theories with causal explanatory power, making it possible to "explain and verify prognoses regarding alleged effects of the recommended design measures". Despite the attractiveness of the concept, the author also points to difficulties in the implementation in current science.
Armin Heinzl identifies application areas for stylized facts in BISE, especially for revealing cause-effect-relationships and for theory testing. Stylized facts can be considered as boundary objects between the design-oriented research paradigm and empirical research paradigm. However, he points out two problems which complicate a utilization of stylized facts in our discipline. First, there is no large variety of data items available in BISE -in contrast to economics, for example. Also secondary data are scarcely available. Second, the author discusses methodological challenges for the application of stylized facts, and he emphasizes the danger of stylized facts being applied as an illigitimate, oversimplified alternative to rigorous empirical research in which case it would hinder the integration of exisiting theoretical knowledge into design-oriented research.
Ulrich Frank argues that stylized facts within BISE "can represent interesting patterns -but they do not have to". One risk is particularly seen in the fact that it is currently not clear what features distinguish scientifically important stylized facts, so that ultimately any statements may be labeled to be legitimated stylized facts. Furthermore, he points out that for the design-oriented BISE not only models of actual behavior are important, but rather the design of possible worlds is necessary.
The contribution by Juhani Iivari considers the potentials of stylized facts in particular from the perspective of Information Systems Research. The author highlights the aspect of idealizing stylized facts and draws parallels to the formation of so-called ideal types according to Weber in the social sciences. Moreover, he puts the presumption to discussion that the relationships between simplicity, utility, and acceptance of a technique as described in the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) can be seen as stylized facts.
This discussion intends to stimulate the scientific discourse on the potentials, application, and limitations of stylized facts in fundamental BISE research. The scientific community is invited to participate in this discussion. If you would like to comment on this topic or another article of the journal Business & Information Systems Engineering (BISE), please send your contribution (max. 2 DIN A4 pages) to the editor-in-chief, Prof. Hans Ul-
In issue 2/2009 of this journal, leading representatives discussed the question of the importance of fundamental research within the business and information systems engineering (BISE) discipline and the methodological concepts that might form its basis (Winter et al. 2009, p. 227 ff.) . In this context, Zelewski introduced the method of "stylized facts" (SF) as a starting point to identify particularly promising issues for research in the field of BISE. The SF method can be traced backed to and increasingly attracted attention in economic research in recent years again. Essentially, the identification of SF is based on the systematical identification of the state of the art of summarized expertise (Schwerin 2001, p. 103) in empirical research for an object of interest and supposed to be used as a starting point for further research, e.g., in hypothesis formulation or as an assumption within analytical models. This contribution presents an example of how SF can be obtained systematically and how relevant they may be for both (fundamental) scientific research and the transfer of research knowledge into business practice.
Conceptual Foundations of the Stylized Facts Methodology
The SF methodology is a form of literature synthesis which stands between the collection and analysis of literature on a problem (review) and the quantitative integration of empirical primary studies using statistical methods (meta-analysis). In contrast to the review methodology, SF only consider empirical findings on a matter of interest, and do so within the limits of a clearly structured and intersubjectively verifiable procedure. This also applies to the meta-analysis in a similar way, which, however, only allows for the evaluation of homogeneous (as regards content) and large quantitative surveys and aims at the validation of the respectively observed effect sizes.
Thus, all types of methodologically heterogeneous empirical primary studies can be used to derive SF. This meets the requirement for methodological triangulation, which today goes far beyond questions of objectification or validation of empirical statements, but is rather understood as a research strategy that helps to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the phenomena of interest (Denzin and Lincoln 2000, p. 5) .
For the formulation of SF, first the key messages referring to the subject of interest are identified and taken literally from the included studies. These key messages are then grouped based on the dimensions that are relevant with regard to the problem definition and are summarized in view of their main implications. Here, the focus is mainly on the fundamental relationships. Aspects that refer only to details or a special context are not considered ("stylization," Heine et al. 2007, p. 585) . In a second step, the implications are further consolidated, resulting in overarching patterns, the so-called "stylized' facts" as defined by Kaldor (1961, p. 178) .
In the literature, various requirements are imposed to SF (Weißenberger and Löhr 2007, p. 341) . For instance, SF must be relevant for the particular problem (explanatory relevance), it should be possible to derive SF independent of the underlying methods or theories (methods or theory neutrality), and SF should be observable several times (indisputability of facts). Hence, the derivation of SF is liable to highly subjective leeway despite the clear structure of the underlying process methodology. Thus, the development of SF within a particular field of research is not only done by one researcher or research group alone, but by different experts reaching consensus on particular SF through academic discourse.
Derivation of Stylized Facts: An Example
The process of achieving SF will be explained below with an example originating from research from the related disciplines of controlling and business and information systems engineering (BISE). It is part of a wider investigation in the area of a controller's fields of action and role Table 1 shows the derivation of the SF "Increasing flexibility of IT systems in accounting and control has a positive impact on management accounting and control".
For the SF discussed here, findings from four studies on the relevant correlation can be extracted (Rosenhagen 1994; Becker and Benz 1997; Heidmann 2008; Forster et al. 2009 ). For this purpose, key messages were identified from each of the four studies that address the importance of flexibility of the IT systems used. In a second step, these statements are consolidated to implications in an abstract way and, in particular, detached from specific singular characteristics of the studies which are aggregated into the mentioned SF in a further step. Here, it is necessary to ensure that the statements and implications are characterized by a sufficient degree of consistency and representativeness (Weißenberger and Löhr 2007, p. 341) . Löhr (2010, p. 195) categorizes the presented example of a SF to be averagely supported (B-SF), in contrast to a strongly supported SF (A-SF) which is based on implications from at least five studies. Overall, Fig. 1 shows the effect chains of the seven SF to controllingrelevant IT systems as derived by Löhr, which can be categorized as being averagely supported to strongly supported (including another SF mapping the influence of controlling success on company or project success as presented in another part of his study).
Based on these results, a variety of other research steps may follow. 1. First, one could try to question those SF that are only supported on average by means of further empirical studies, i.e. to identify SF that should be subject to further research (Winter et al. 2009, p. 229) . At the same time, issues that so far could not be empirically addressed to a sufficient extent, such as the influence of design features of ERP systems on management information systems for controlling purposes, could be investigated in order to identify further SF in the long term. 2. Second, the SF derived from the above mentioned field of research field could be transferred to an adjacent area of research in terms of a multi-level research approach (Hitt et al. 2007 ) in order to substantiate first hypotheses for specific effects in an exploratory approach (see also Löhr 2010 who applies the derived SF to issues of risk controlling). 3. Finally, the assumptions for the formulation of objective or formal analytical models as formulated in Fig. 1 may be used in the field of BISE. The statements are methodological assumptions which are merely capable of truth, but do not necessarily have to be true. For the acceptability of the modeling and for the transfer of results to business practice, however, it is indeed important to which extent individual assumptions are empirically supported.
On the Importance of Stylized Facts for (Fundamental) Research and Knowledge Transfer
The example presented in the previous section initially illustrates the performance of the SF methodology, but also its fundamental limits. These are characterized as such by the high subjectivity in the selection of the primary studies as well as in the consolidation of the SF, which is at least partly absorbed by the clearly structured and openly documented process steps. However, it must still be critically observed that findings from related research areas which may be relevant to the formulation (or discarding) of SF are not considered if the search pattern for the primary studies is formulated too narrowly. A relatively broad search pattern that takes different research areas into account, however, may lead to a degree of complexity of the SF generation that can no longer be handled or quickly becomes very resource-intensive: The example illustrated in the previous section shows that the derivation of SF ultimately is the result of comprehensive research endeavors.
Another caveat relates to the distortions arising from the use of empirical studies per se. Thus, e.g., implications from unpublished studies inevitably cannot be taken into account. This may lead to the fact that SF about a phenomenon are derived in a scientific mainstream that appear stronger than they actually are in empirical reality. Finally, the problem is that in terms of scientific methods hypotheses as generalizations are never verified, but only not falsified. For empirical research, this means that the lack of rejection of a causal relationship does not necessarily indicate that the causal relationship actually exists (Ioannidis 2005) . However, this is exactly what is assumed within the SF methodology.
Moreover, it is necessary to differentiate when answering the question of whether the SF methodology can be an appropriate concept for the (fundamental) research in a defined area of research as regards its performance for theory development. First, the application of the SF method assumes the presence of a sufficient number of primary studies within a field of research. A new development of theories or even the impetus for a paradigm shift is possible if implications of the used primary studies that are summarized to SF implications can be classified only with difficulty into the existing theoretical framework on the phenomenon of interest. The extent to which this is a promising research strategy in practice, however, is problematic as already the selection of included primary studies needs to be based on a theoretical framework. It appears unlikely that the SF identified then go beyond the scope of that framework.
Therefore, the main application of the SF method is probably less the formation of theories, such as Houy et al. (2009, p. 32) suggest, but rather the further development of existing theories by mapping the existing knowledge and knowledge gaps. As a result of the methodological heterogeneity of the primary studies used and the gradual abstraction or summarization of the relevant evidence, the SF method has the advantage to counteract the often lamented fragmentation of knowledge (Schreyögg 2007, p. 3) and to stabilize the considered theory by means of its empirical explication.
In this context, the combination of SF methodology and multi-level research approach is important. Through the abstraction in the process of derivation of the SF, the transfer of research results from one discipline to another is facilitated. In the context of BISE, this could be a particular advantage since here research is integrated into the fields of computer science and business administration.
Finally, the SF methodology also facilitates the transfer of results from fundamental research to more applied research. In the derivation of key principles for business practice from SF it must be noted, however, that the desired generalization here is even counterproductive for a direct application in individual cases as details of the effects investigated in the primary studies may again be relevant. In most cases, SF do not represent a general social "law", but only reasonable assumptions about structural relationships (Houy et al. 2009, p. 32) . In business practice, individual recommendations that are derived from SF must be critically examined in the light of the complex relationships in each specific case.
Conclusion
By means of the derivation of SF as summarized and condensed empirical knowledge concerning a given phenomenon, several objectives are achieved. Possibly fragmented knowledge in a field of research is aggregated and structured. Research gaps become obvious. Moreover, the SF may be used as the basis of analytical modeling and the related knowledge may be applied to adjacent fields of research in a multi-level research approach. However, SF can only be as good as the underlying empirical research. In that regard, the SF methodology is particularly useful for the stabilization or further development of an existing theory as well as for the transfer of knowledge from basic research to applied research. For the transfer into practice, it is important to note that SF are no general laws, but assumptions that abstract from the individual case. Therefore, it is necessary to refrain from directly using SF as a design statement in individual recommendations without examining the relationships in each specific case.
Barbara E. Weißenberger
Chair of Controlling and Business Accounting Justus Liebig University Gießen
Stylized Facts: A contribution to Design-Oriented Business and Information Systems Engineering?
Stylized facts are generalized descriptions of facts that abstract from empirical descriptions of specific cases in so far that they can be observed in a number of situational contexts and therefore can be widely supported empirically. These facts are artifacts that express empirically tested regularities or patterns statements. They reduce the observational data, ignoring "insignificant" details of those aspects that are considered "interesting" from a "general" scientific perspective and therefore require a convincing explanation.
By talking about a "general" scientific perspective, we mean that the need for explanation is supported by the widest possible community of scientists in the same discipline who may represent different theories and even may belong to various scientific schools or paradigms. Details of situation or context descriptions are considered to be insignificant on the one hand, if these details are not part of a generalized pattern statement. On the other hand, it is proposed to abstract from details that run counter to the generalized pattern of statement as "outliers", but apply only in very specific situational contexts.
The concept of stylized facts can be traced back to contributions by Kaldor to macroeconomic growth theory (Kaldor 1961, pp. 178-179) . In the subsequent years it was used in the field of economics in numerous economic contributions (Jones and Romer 2009, pp. 2-3 and 8-25; Li et al. 2010, pp. 71-74, 81 and 89) . In business and information systems engineering (BISE), it has hardly been appreciated so far.
To illustrate this issue, the productivity paradox of information technology appears useful (Lin and Shao 2006, pp. 494-495) . While it has not yet been discussed as a stylized fact, it offers all the prerequisites to be reconstructed as a stylized fact. Intuitively, one expects that an increased use of information technology in enterprises leads to increased business productivity. Several empirical studies showed, however, that -especially when looking at the level of macroeconomic aggregate measures -either no significant correlation between the use of information technology and business productivity could be proven or that even a negative correlation between these two facts existed. This contradiction to the expectation is seen rightly as a surprise. Since these contradictory findings appeared in a number of situational contexts, it can be -in abstraction from the particular context details -"stylized" to the generalized description of facts that an increased use of information technology in companies is often not associated with increased business productivity.
However, the data are not able to tell whether the increased use of information technology causes the business productivity to be unchanged or even to be reduced -or whether companies of low productivity try to eliminate this deficiency by increasing the use of information technology. Already this simple example shows that the same generalized correlation, which has been found empirically and was generalized via abstraction, can be interpreted in two causally opposite ways without the "pure" data being able to give information as to which of these two competing interpretations is to be preferred. This ambiguity is based on the fact that causality, strictly speaking, never can be observed from empirical data, but represents a concept of imputation. Causality is added interpretively by a subject based on empirical data, but is not taken "objectively" from those data. Therefore, stylized facts should remain free of causal enrichment. Instead, it is recommendable to limit stylized facts to correlations between empirically observed situations and the generalization of these relationships.
Against the background of the research program dispute which has been simmering between German-speaking BISE on the one hand and the Anglo-American Information Systems Research (ISR) on the other hand for several years, it seems appealing to investigate whether the concept of stylized facts can be "taken over" to support either of the above mentioned two adversaries.
As the current mainstream paradigm, ISR dominates the international, mainly Anglo-Saxon journals. Leaning on "scientistic" models from natural science research, ISR prefers large quantitativeempirical analyses for the verification of hypotheses about the behavior of actors when using information and communication systems, and of hypotheses about the impact of this system use. Special emphasis is given to the professional application of sophisticated empirical, especially statistical methods for testing hypotheses. The data, which are checked against the empirical claim to validity of hypotheses, are considered as "given" and are usually not questioned critically. "Hard" data and methods ("rigor") and the belief that reality as it "is" can be described without distortion have become top priorities.
In turn, German-language BISE primarily pursues a constructive and evaluative, i.e. design-oriented research program. Starting from requirements of intended information and communications systems, proposals are developed using "technological" goal-meansstatements on how to design such systems in order to ensure that they meet the requirements as best as possible. The scientific dignity of this research program is not based primarily on the rigidity of the applied research methods, but on the social or economic benefits ("relevance") of the artifacts that it constructs and of the purposes which it is aimed at to fulfill. Just recently, the design-oriented research program was presented in an accentuated way by the key representatives of the field in a Memorandum on design-oriented BISE (Österle et al. 2010, pp. 666-669) .
At first glance, the concept of stylized facts appears to correspond to ISR. Both emphasize the importance of empirical facts. This similarity, however, is only superficial. A closer analysis shows that both concepts are contradictory in principle. ISR is based on the assumption of empirical hypotheses that are to be tested. Their origin is generally not questioned.
They have no direct empirical origin, but are often only taken from vaguely articulated background knowledge. The "hard" empiricism starts only with the data that are used to empirically verify the already available hypotheses.
In contrast, the concept of stylized facts directly ties in with the empirically observed facts. Similar to the concept of "Grounded Theory", the research process starts with empirical observations that are generalized by abstracting from details that are considered to be insignificant. Therefore, the concept of stylized facts is much closer to the empirical basis than the paradigm of hypothesis testing, which predominates in ISR. Moreover, they do not share the naive realism that is so characteristic of ISR. Stylized facts do have an empirical basis, but they "emancipate" from this since they abstract from details which are classified as being insignificant.
For the above mentioned reasons, the concept of stylized facts is not suited to support the mainstream paradigm of ISR. Instead, it seems reasonable to regard stylized facts as a concept in support of the competitive research program of design-oriented BISE. For example, it can be argued that stylized facts represent largely "secured" technological knowledge about empirically observed correlations. If this is correct, then this knowledge could be used to design artifacts of information and communication technology in accordance with the particular requirements.
However, there is one major point adverse to this view. Although stylized facts are generalized descriptions of the relationship between several facts, these descriptions should be -as stated above -limited to empirically observed correlations and should not be "overloaded" with causal interpretations. Therefore, stylized facts are not suitable as technological knowledge for the design of information or communication systems. Instead, design recommendations need knowledge about causal effect relationships that -strictly speaking -cannot be "derived" from the pure generalization of empirical observations, but require additional causal interpretations. Such causal interpretations have nothing in common with the concept of stylized facts in the strict sense.
Nonetheless, the concept of stylized facts can be used as a contribution to support design-oriented BISE in an indirect way. First, in regard to stylized facts it is necessary to identify those explanatory models or theories which are best suited to causally explain the observed and generalized correlations of facts (phenomena). The core of these models or theories is represented by hypothetical statements about the causal relationship between actions and the caused results. Then the models or theories can be used to express both empirically and theoretically wellfounded design recommendations for information and communication technology artifacts.
For the above stated reasons, not the stylized facts themselves but the "underlying" explanatory models or theories prove attractive for design-oriented BISE. Design-oriented BISE requires models or theories with causal explanatory power which are able to give reasons and verify prognoses regarding alleged effects of the recommended design measures. This desideratum of justification becomes evident, for instance, in the above-mentioned memorandum on design-oriented BISE (Österle et al. 2010, pp. 667-668) . Although stylized facts are not yet sufficient to provide models or theories with causal explanatory power on their own, they form a "seed of crystallization" for the construction and critical review of such models or theories. Therefore, the concept of stylized facts is a research-programmatic "fruitful" approach to sustainably support designoriented BISE. Particularly promising approaches to operationalize this concept were proposed by Heine et al. (2007, pp. 587-591) as well as by Weißenberger and Löhr (2007, pp. 338-342) .
However, considerable skepticism is appropriate as to whether the concept of stylized facts can be implemented successfully in the real-world scientific activities, despite its attractiveness. The main challenge is the normative claim for a scientific community to agree on a "limited" number of phenomena that require a convincing explanation as stylized facts from a "general" scientific perspective. This claim fundamentally conflicts with a liberal and pluralistic scientific community. In this context, also the question of a "power of definition" for the "general" interest for explanation of a scientific community arises. It may not be unrealistic to assume that a "free" discourse cannot be expected in this respect.
Therefore, for the concept of stylized facts to take shape further considerations are required. These must focus on how to achieve a manageable group of stylized facts for the field of BISE with a high potential for approval in the concerned scientific community with regard to the previously mentioned tension between normative standards and academic freedom. An option to implement the concept that is worth considering is that of Delphi studies. These have the advantage of being future-oriented and consensusoriented in principle. A Delphi study tries to find out which issues in a scientific -or also practical -community can achieve an approximate consensus concerning the fact that these issues will play a prominent role in the next decade, for example. Such Delphi studies have already been carried out in the field of BISE, especially by Heinzl et al. (2001, pp. 223-232) . As a result of the presumably existing familiarity with this instrument in design-oriented BISE, it would be natural to carry out a Delphi study for the implementation of the concept of stylized facts with the objective of identifying those empirical phenomena which are within the cognitive interest of BISE and which reach a broad consensus on the fact that they still require a convincing explanation.
Such a Delphi study requires a most comprehensive support within the scientific community concerned; hence, it should be actively supported by at least one working group in a relevant professional association. Achieving this support is not a trivial task. In addition, the findings of a Delphi study should not be overestimated. Besides the fact that the result of any empirical study can be doubted with (mostly) good reasons due to its necessary methodological assumptions, no empirical study may usurp normative claims for itself. Similarly, a Delphi study only represents the views of those anonymous scientists who have participated by contributing appropriate information. In view of freedom of research and pluralism -these are values that are insistently supported by the author, even if they are often undermined by research bureaucracy -it does not seem possible to derive any kind of commitment for the members of a scientific community from the small number of respondents in a Delphi study.
Prof. Dr. Stephan Zelewski Institute of Production and Industrial
Information Management University of Duisburg-Essen
Stylized Facts as a Starting Point of a Theory-Centric Information Systems Engineering Discipline
Stylized facts are increasingly attracting attention of both management and information systems (IS) engineering (BISE) literature. They enfold complex empirical findings in broad generalizations in order to emphasize empirical regularities or patterns. But like any generalization or abstraction, stylized facts may lack precision. The first examples of stylized facts have been documented in the economic growth theory Solow 1969 ). Later, they have been applied and transferred to other application contexts and disciplines (Weißen-berger and Löhr 2007; ). This is captivating since the author of this statement, who considers himself as an empirical IS researcher, was able to attend Lord Kaldor's inauguration as a honorary doctor of the University of Frankfurt, Germany, during his own graduate studies. Furthermore, he had the opportunity to meet and guide Barbara Weißenberger as a graduate student of the Koblenz School of Corporate Management.
How Can Stylized Facts Enrich the IS Discipline?
Heine et al. (2007) and suggest a multi-stage approach for deriving stylized facts from a set of data (sources). Based on a "sound" derivation, stylized facts have the potential to make two contributions: (1) They provide evidence for unknown or insufficiently interrogated phenomena that follow causeeffect-relationships and, thereby enrich the context of discovery (Heinrich et al. 2010, p. 78) . Thus, they are a starting point for theory development by forming nomological hypotheses about specific phenomena. These hypotheses will be subsequently explained, refined, or refuted. (2) They support existing theories which have the power to explain the stylized facts. In doing so, they serve as an instrument for theory testing. According to the correspondence theory of truth, theoretical statements can be confirmed or refuted by means of observations in the object reality (Heinrich et al. 2010, p. 57) .
Where Do Data for Stylized Facts Come From?
Both cases -theory development and theory testing -require a comprehensive set of empirical data as a prerequisite for deriving reproducible stylized facts. During the past decades, other disciplines like economics, for instance, have taken enormous efforts for developing widely accessible data bases. National account systems and public statistics offer a large variety of data items which can be used as a basis for deriving stylized facts. In addition, national science foundations have funded numerous projects which have been developing comprehensive panel data sets for further analysis. In management, panel data sets have been created which contain balance sheet key figures and profit and loss statements from public companies as well as a variety of other financial data. Researchers are offered vast opportunities to develop stylized facts from widely accessible data sources.
What is the situation in IS research, however? Are there any official statistics which contain key data from information systems development and usage, corporate information resources and infrastructures, or information usage itself? Are there private data sources which could be used as an alternative source of data? -Unfortunately, the answer is "no". And this is a key issue. How can a researcher derive stylized facts on IT productivity, if corporate software expenses cannot be tracked over a larger panel of companies?
Moreover, secondary data is only rarely available in IS research. Heinrich and Wiesinger (1997) conducted an elaborate literature analysis and found that investigations based on primary data are much more common than investigations based on secondary data. They pointed out that this is caused by the fact that there are virtually no useful sources of secondary data regarding information systems, IT infrastructures, and the use of information in companies. Grün (1997) comes to the conclusion that missing secondary data sources are a serious restriction of empirical research in our discipline. If there were more secondary data, more quantitative-empirical analyses could be conducted.
One could counter argue that companies like Gartner, Forrester, IDC, and the like are in possession of sufficient data to derive stylized facts. But what is the consequence, if these market research organizations are not thoroughly collecting their data in the field but rather extrapolate the data sets with the help of forecasting models like Gompertz curves and only very few data points? And what is the consequence, if none of these organizations is applying standardized measurement models in order to assess the Total-Cost-of-Ownership of Software-asa-Service solutions? The consequences are easy to predict. Methodological issues will create data of low quality which in turn will support the derivation of unreliable stylized facts. Moreover, the market researchers are only offering their data collections for quite a bit of money, which makes the access even more difficult.
Consequently, our discipline requires much time and many resources in order to develop and maintain widely accessible data bases which meet the requirements of a sound derivation of stylized facts. Stimulating progress in this matter is of strategic importance for our discipline and could be rewarding for those readers of this dialogue section who are willing to take up the challenge. One key issue is the question which objects and variables of the IS discipline should be included in such panels. One approach for determining such variables is offered by Heinrich et al. (2010) . In the chapter "goals and goal system", important theoretical and practical goals of the BISE discipline are presented. In addition, have indicated that stylized facts may also be related to structural elements of information systems, like process models. This gives a rough idea of what challenges need to be addressed in order to develop and maintain widely accessible data bases which support the derivation of stylized facts.
Implications for Research Strategies in the IS Discipline
The derivation of stylized facts is part of a theory-driven, quantitative research strategy. It requires a profound theoretical knowledge of IS and neighboring disciplines. It further requires comprehensive methodological know-how of quantitative research methods in the social sciences and economics. According to the experience of the author, who acts as a department editor of a German management and a German IS journal, there is still potential for improvement. Parts of the German-speaking IS community are criticizing the increasing influence of theory-driven and empirical research. They act on the (questionable) assumption that empirically grounded theories are not reflecting practical needs. In other words, they are irrelevant and, thus, of little value for IS researchers whose research strategy is the design and development of technological artifacts. Interestingly, this aspect is partially addressed by . They outline that stylized facts, as an instance of a theoretical-empirical research strategy, can inform the praxeologic 1 design of IT artifacts.
Stylized facts are less generalized than theoretical statements but they must denote regularities which are grounded on empirical data. In particular, researchers must reach a fair consensus regarding particular stylized facts (Houy et al. 2009, p. 25) . Reaching such a consensus is on the one hand an empirical fact itself in the sense of the correspondence theory of truth and, on the other hand, denotes a convergent interpretation outcome of the researchers (coherence theory of truth; see Heinrich et al. 2010, p. 58) . Thus, stylized facts may be more appealing and relevant for design scientist than abstract theories. They may take the role of boundary objects which offer design scientists the opportunity to participate in the interpretation of relevant and empirically observable findings which are considered to be less abstract.
However, this also creates a peril regarding the application of stylized facts in IS research. Stylized facts could be considered as an oversimplified alternative to rigorous theoretical research which amplifies existing a-theoretical streams in the German-speaking IS community. Instead of untangling hidden but fundamental cause-effect-relationships behind the phenomena observed, design scientists are running the risk to remain in an illustrative and phenomenological, i.e. a non-scientific state of analysis which avoids any serious attempt to include and generalize the existing theoretical knowledge.
Epistemological Implications of Stylized Facts
Every researcher who utilizes stylized facts has to be aware that s/he is encountering all epistemological problems associated with empirism, inductivism, positivism, falsificationism, and realism (Chalmers 2007) . But what are the consequences if the world does not obey laws or if individual behavior in IS use is not directly observable? Solow (1969, p. 2) made an interesting point: "There is no doubt that they are stylized, though it is possible to question whether they are facts". Further problems can be expected where cause-effect-relationships are framed as law-like generalizations. As a consequence, one could expect an increasing number of ad-hoc modifications which are inevitable to immunize these law-like generalizations against contradicting observations. Moreover, the range of such theories is likely to be low ). But as long as stylized facts are treated as descriptive and empirically grounded phenomena, they will be less problematic since they represent mere regularities but not laws.
All problems which result from the traditional understanding of the term "theory" as a set of statements can probably be circumvented if other theoretical concepts like structuralism or anti-realistic positions are adopted. The role of stylized facts from the perspective of structuralism is hopefully taken up in the comment from Stephan Zelewski.
Another perspective of interest for design scientists could be the New Experimentalism. It demonstrates, how experimental effects can be achieved through a variety of strategies (like practical intervention, counter tests, error control and error elimination) independent of complex theories (Chalmers 2007, p. 164) . A well-known example is the Faraday effect. Michael Faraday interpreted it in 1845 as experimental evidence that light and magnetism are interrelated. However, explaining light through electromagnetic waves has first been theoretically deduced years later by James Clerk Maxwell. The stylized fact of a rotating polarization level of a polarized electromagnetic wave was the decisive hint towards a previously unknown complex theoretic cause-effect-relationship.
Conclusion
Stylized facts represent one way of identifying or refining complex cause-effectrelationships in information systems or information infrastructures if, and only if, the aforementioned problems can be tolerated or solved. But there is one thing that stylized facts cannot do. They are not able to substitute theories or theoretical investigations which explicitly look at these relationships. In contrast, they can help to isolate these relationships and to test them.
If stylized facts are attributed to properties of information systems, like the transparency of process models for instance, they bear the potential to serve as boundary objects for integrating theory and technology. In a worst case scenario, this would at least assure a joint basis for communication between empirical researchers and design scientists in IS research. In a good case scenario it helps to stimulate reciprocal interest between these two types of researchers which is an important prerequisite for informing technology with theory.
For this reason, I would like to express my aspiration in those scholars who are willing to invest their intellectual capital for the development of widely accessible date bases. These data bases are the prerequisite for deriving sound stylized facts. Furthermore, they could stimulate more profound empirical investigations in our field. Supporting these scholars is an important mission of all members in our scientific community.
Prof. Dr. Armin Heinzl Chair of General Management and Information Systems Mannheim University
An Ambivalent Concept
To discuss the possible contribution of stylized facts to business and information systems engineering (BISE) research, it is required to clarify the meaning of the concept -which is not trivial regarding its diverse and sometimes superficial use in literature. Stylized facts promise a generalized description of social systems that is empirically grounded, but does not emphasize the claim for general validity like theories. Nevertheless, stylized facts are supposed to be reliable enough to support decision making. Hence, it seems that they may serve as a suitable instrument for BISE research, too. Accounting for the historical context they evolved from allows for developing a more elaborate appreciation of stylized facts. When Kaldor suggested the concept in 1968, behaviorist research had already become the leading paradigm in North American economics. While more and more researchers adopted the new paradigm -even though it was not undisputed, its application revealed problems in the actual practice of research that were regarded as dissatisfactory by some. On the one hand, they related to the emphasis on theory testing which requires the existence of adequate theories. Often, however, adequate theories were not available. As a consequence, researchers are tempted to search for knowledge only in the -sometimes diffuse -light of existing theories. On the other hand, the need for statistical procedures may contribute to a selection and preparation of data that blocks the view on interesting aspects. Against this background, Kaldor recommended a "stylized view" when searching for new insights: Empirical observations should be analyzed for general patterns without paying much attention to particular, deviating details. The idealized process to develop stylized facts recommends starting with a comprehensive literature survey to collect results from empirical studies that address a particular research question. Subsequently, similar results are grouped into categories. In the final step, frequent patterns are abstracted to stylized facts. Only rarely, stylized facts have been pursued in Management Science -with different motives. On the one hand, the prevalent focus on theory testing is regarded as inappropriate by some. "In a field that seeks to understand the real world, it makes little sense to always put theory before facts. We must understand at least the broad outlines of 'what' a phenomenon consists of before we try to explain 'why' it occurs" (Helfat 2007, p. 185) . However, this is not meant as a racial critique. Instead, the behaviorist approach is not challenged as being the most relevant research method. It is regarded as a prerequisite for developing stylized facts, which in turn serve to inspire behaviorist studies. Hence, they are supposed to act as capacitor and catalyst of empirical research. In contrast to that, authors from "Betriebswirtschaftslehre" regard stylized facts also as an instrument to foster pluralistic use of methods. Sometimes, it is demanded to not only use results from behaviorist research, but to account for other types of empirical research, e.g., hermeneutic approaches, too, in order to enable a richer perspective on the subject through triangulation. It is not easy to assess stylized facts from a methodological point of view. It seems that Kaldor's proposal was rather motivated by problems he experienced in his actual research practice rather than by methodological considerations. Also, only rarely, authors of subsequent publications on stylized facts aim at a methodological assessment (e.g., . On the other hand, it seems that Philosophy of Science has not taken notice of stylized facts so far. A closer look reveals similarities to the "grounded theory" approach which recommends inductively gathering and analyzing data without accounting for existing theories in order to avoid bias. At the same time, the patterns discovered in collected data should be confronted with existing theories later in the process in order to contribute to the further development of theories.
How can the concept of stylized facts be assessed? At first, it does not seem spectacular at all: analyzing a set of facts for common patterns has been a pivotal feature of scientific research. From a methodological perspective it is remarkable that it remains unclear how stylized facts are justified. Superficially, the answer seems obvious: by referring to the analyzed studies. However, that would leave two problems. It is not part of the approach to question the quality of the analyzed studies. Also, stylized facts are an abstraction that needs to be justified as such, too. For a good reason, Heine et al. point at the danger of misuse by opportunistic interpretations (Heine et al. 2007, p. 586) , which they illustrate by quoting Solow: "[t] here is no doubt that they are stylized, though it is possible to question whether they are facts."
What are examples of stylized facts in BISE research? Since there seem to be no respective examples in the literature, the following examples were constructed: "Due to their risk aversive attitude, IT managers are skeptical towards innovations." "IT managers embrace innovations, because they regard them as a chance to strengthen their profile." "Modeling improves software quality." "Modeling is not positively correlated with software quality." "The majority of CIOs in German firms do not have a degree in BISE." "The higher the percentage of IT professionals in an organization, the lower are the relative IT costs."
"The higher the percentage of IT professionals in an organization, the higher are the relative IT costs." The examples show that stylized facts can represent interesting patterns -but they do not have to. There is a clear threat that stylized facts might be used to legitimize propositions of little scientific value. This is at least the case as long it is not clarified what makes stylized facts significant from a scientific point of view. Furthermore, the examples illustrate that stylized facts may well be contradictory, if the contingency of the targeted subject was not sufficiently accounted for.
I am hesitant with a concluding judgment. From a methodological point of view I cannot see any original contribution. Nevertheless, stylized facts offer the chance to develop substantial descriptions of the application praxis that go beyond mere anecdotic evidence. However, as long as no sufficient number of empirical studies -which are a prerequisite of developing stylized facts -are available, this chance can hardly be used. With respect to the contingent subject, it should be thoroughly evaluated whether the effort to aim at stylized facts pays off. In this respect, it should also be accounted for the fact that other forms of accessing reality, such as discourses or common projects, may also produce experience that fosters new insights. Also, with respect to the objective to support the construction of future information systems focusing on patterns of factual action is not sufficient. Instead, it requires designing possible worlds, which might be supported by the creation and analysis of -stylized -application scenarios. introduces the concept of "stylized facts" that describes interdependencies relevant when designing information and communication technology artifacts. He does not provide examples of such facts in the Information Systems (IS) context, but notes that they "abstract from contingent individual cases to an extent that they can be observed in many situations" (p. 197).
The above characterization implies that stylized facts are empirical generalizations. Yet, one can argue that generality in science is not achieved by extracting similarities from particulars, but through abstraction and idealization. Indeed, scientific idealizations are common in established disciplines such as physics and economics.
The purpose of the present comment is to argue for scientific idealizations in IS research, suggesting that they may be helpful in identifying useful stylized facts. By Information Systems I refer to the discipline of computing that specifically focuses on IT applications, on their development (including design), use, and impact at individual, group, organizational, community, society and global levels. This application focus makes it possible to distinguish Information Systems from its sister disciplines, Computer Science and Software Engineering, although there is a considerable overlap between the three -raison d'être of each lying in IT artifacts.
Information Systems as a discipline is often criticized that it, with a few exceptions, has failed to produce its own theories in the sense of "theories for explaining and predicting" (Gregor 2006 ). The major reason for this is that IS research has focused on theories from reference disciplines. Understandably, these theories are void of IT content. Therefore it is no wonder that IT artifacts are weakly addressed in these reference theory-inspired exercises. As an example, quite paradoxically the major theoretical achievement of Information Systems -the original Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) -is totally empty of any IT specific substance. The IT substance is just a matter operationalization of perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness.
A second reason for the above failure may be that Information Systems has failed to make scientific idealizations that would be conducive to theory building. These idealizations could help us overcome our commercial culture and address IT artifacts more deeply than has been done so far. Instead of emphasizing technological fashions, discontinuities, radical innovativeness and disruptiveness of every piece of new technology introduced in the marketplace, these idealizations should help us identify technological continuities and invariants.
But what could be these idealizations? Weberian ideal types are instances of scientific idealization in social sciences. They may also useful in understanding IT applications, too. During a few last years I have attempted to develop an open-ended typology of IT applications. In its current form this typology, based on the primary purpose of the IT application, distinguishes eight ideal types: automating, augmenting, mediating, informating, entertaining, artisticizing, accompanying, and fantasizing IT applications. The first four correspond to quite traditional IT applications that automate some processes, serve as productivity tools, provide computer mediated communication, and serve as information systems in proper. Computer games are examples of IT applications with the primary purpose to entertain. IT applications may also attempt to arouse artistic experience, and one can easily imagine a new sort of art that is essentially built on the dynamic and interactive character of computer technology. IT artifacts such as digital pets can accompany human users. Finally, computers allow users to co-construct and co-experience digital fantasy worlds.
The underlying conjecture is that each ideal type has its characteristic -although not exclusive -designable qualities. For example, technical quality in the case of automating applications, usability of augmenting applications, useruser-interactivity of mediating applications, information quality in the case of informating applications, engageability of entertaining applications, aesthetics of artisticizing applications, emotional quality of accompanying applications, and identity constructability in the case of fantasizing applications.
The typology of IT applications broadens the focus of Information Systems beyond the utilitarian use of IT applications in the workplace context. That is another story, but there are clear signs that this broadening is slowly taking place.
As ideal types, the eight types do not necessarily occur in reality in their pure forms, but most real applications are combinations of them. In fact, based on the eight types alone, we can identify 255 different combinations. If one adds different application domains (e.g., business, government, healthcare, education, etc), one could have thousands of different application types just in terms of the eight ideal types.
My guess is that the major evolution and perhaps advances in IT will take place at the level of IT applications. It is obvious that we should have some intellectual means to address the increased variety of IT applications. Instead of focusing on all thousand IT application types or the 255 combinations separately, research could focus on the eight (or so) ideal types, assuming that deeper understanding of their design and use also informs about the hybrid applications.
So, when talking about stylized facts, I have in mind empirically grounded interdependencies such as perceived ease of use (≈ usability) is positively associated with perceived usefulness and perceived usefulness is positively associated with behavioral intention to use as originally identified in TAM research in the context of augmenting tools (Davis et al. 1989 ). Yet, I wish that we could have stylized facts that are much richer in technology and in identifying significant designable qualities of various IT applications. Our search for stylized facts could focus on how to successfully design successful IT applications that automate, augment, mediate, informate, entertain, artisticize, accompany, and help us fantasize. That is my vision.
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